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Water molecular system with its covalent and hydrogen bonds is very sensitive to the 

presence of other molecules in the solution and, therefore, acts as a mirror on molecular 

level (Tsenkova, R. 2009). Near infrared, NIR, light at various frequencies, penetrates 

through the “water prism‟ of a sample with different intensity according to the molecular 

bonds strength, i.e. molecular arrangement. The obtained spectral pattern, as a result, 

presents the respective aqueous or biological system in a holistic way related to its 

functionality or specificity. Multivariate analysis of a multitude of spectra of the same 

system acquired under various perturbations can identify all components in the system 

simultaneously and in a very “epigenetic” way, i.e., “paying attention” to the environment 

of each molecule. On the other hand, non-invasive spectral monitoring of a whole 

biological or aqueous system under various perturbations has enormous potential to 

unravel the “mystery” of water at molecular level within the system and its relation to 

system’s functionality.  

Data base (Aquaphotome)1 of water absorbance bands in the NIR range activated under 

studied perturbations and called water matrix coordinates, WAMACs, have been 

established. Specific spectral patterns based on these water bands and related to various 

biosystems functionalities have been registered as biomarkers. As the hydrogen bond 

network “reflects” the presence of other molecules, the water spectral pattern (WASP)1 in 

the NIR range plays the role of a water mirror on molecular level (Extended Water Mirror, 

EWAM)1 giving multidimensional informational “snap shot” on a system level. 

 Examples of multivariate analysis of spectral patterns that revealed different 

functionalities in bio and aqueous systems will be presented.  
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